Dr. Crypto’s
Escape Game
Goal of the game

The city is roaring because Dr. Crypto, a disturbed killer, is holding innocent people hostage in hermetically sealed
rooms in various locations. These rooms can only be opened by paying a ransom, or solving a puzzle that provides the
number combination of the lock. As a freelance crime warrior, you have been given the task of freeing as many
hostages as possible within 100 minutes. Hurry! Time is ticking away fast! The team that earned the most money is
the winner of this game.

Characters

Each team has its own character. You can easily recognize your character by the red circle
drawn around your character. This is your action circle.

Game area and clues

Dr. Crypto has hidden clues in the city that can help you unravel the codes to open the room where the
hostage is held. Walk around the city and investigate the locations where information is hidden.
If you get a location within your action circle, you’ll automatically investigate it and it will change colour.
The colour of a location indicates which hostage it belongs to. Click the marker to view the location.

Type of locations

Information : Here is information available to help you open a room. Once you’ve visited the location, you
can always click the marker to see the information again.
Room : Here the hostage is being held! If you discover such a room, you already receive cash. To release the
hostage you need to solve the corresponding puzzle and give the solution to this location. If you succeed in
freeing the hostage within 15 minutes after discovering the room, you will receive a bonus!
To investigate : If you have examined one location of a colour, you will automatically see which locations
are also related to this puzzle. You must still investigate these locations before you can view the
information.
Important: In order to solve a puzzle, you must visit all locations of a particular colour! The order in which you get
the hints is random.
Bonus puzzle : These are puzzles where you do not need extra hints to solve them. Solving these bonus
puzzles immediately deliver you €100.000.

Free the hostages

Do you find the puzzle difficult? Buy a hint that will hopefully help you solving it.
To open the lock, the room must be in your action circle. Enter the solution of the puzzle
and release the hostage. Any wrong attempt to open the lock costs money, so think
carefully before attempting!
Hostage freed? Good Job! Now execute the photo challenge.

The team with the highest amount of money wins the game!
+ 50.000 €

Hostage discovered

- 100.000 €

Buy a hint for a puzzle

+ 500.000 €
+ 200.000 €
+ 100.000 €

Hostage freed
Time bonus 15 minutes
Bonus puzzle solved

- 20.000 €
- 50.000 €

Buy a hint for a bonus puzzle
Wrong guess

Clicking the money icon will show you the amount of money you currently have.
Indicators GPS and internet connection:
Both must be green before you start!
Center your position – Log book – ZoomOut – ZoomIn
Jean-Michel - 06.81.61.54.72

Click the play button to start the game.

